Requirements:
•1 fat quarter
•Colour corresponding cotton thread
•Pins
•Scissors
•Erasable fabric pen
•Foam Stabiliser
•1½ inch width elastic

Fat Quarter Friendly Projects
Childs Sun Visor
INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE:
•Use a ½” seam allowance unless otherwise stated.
•The headband pattern is drawn to be cut to your
length measurements, see step 8 on how to cut.
Cutting Instructions:
Cut two pieces of fabric using visor pattern
Cut one piece of foam stabiliser using visor pattern
Cut one piece of fabric using forehead strip pattern

1

Take one visor piece and forehead strip, place edges A and B right sides together, sew along
and cut notches into the curve.

2

Attach the remaining visor piece to the other side of the forehead strip and repeat step 1.

3

Pin both pieces of visor right sides together along the brim and stitch together cutting notches
into the curve. Also stitch one short end of the forehead piece at the same time.

4

Turn right side out and pin visor piece of foam stabiliser in place with the seam allowance
underneath the foam.

5

Pin both AB lines together along the edge of the foam. Trim the foam if required.

6

Using your foot as guidance stitch around the brim ¼ inch from the edge and stitch along the
AB lines (through all layers).

7

Feed forehead foam stabiliser piece through the open end ensuring any seams go behind the
foam. Tuck in the raw edge and then stitch by hand or machine to close.

8

Place finished visor on child's head and measure distance from the edge around to the other
edge and add 2”. Using this measurement cut out a fabric headband strip 2” wide.

9

Sew long edges together right side facing and turn through one open end.

10

Cut a length of elastic ¾ the length of the above strip and attach to both ends of tube passing i
t through and ruching the material to fit. Tuck in raw edges and attach each end to the forehead
piece of the visor.
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